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1. INTRODUCTION

An isolated vortex in a superconductor is characterized by a supercurrent ow-
ing around the vortex core inducing a magnetic �eld, h(x), that decays exponen-
tially in space in a range determined by the magnetic penetration depth, �(T ), of
the superconducting material. The core of the vortex has a radius of the order of
the superconducting coherence length, �(T ). Within the core the superconducting
current is essentially zero. The interaction among vortices has an electrodynamic
origin that in an ideal isotropic superconductor at zero temperature induces an elas-
tic lattice with hexagonal symmetry, the Abrikosov lattice. The lattice parameter
a0 = 1:075(�0=B)

1=2 is determined by the induction magnetic �eld B, and �0 is the
magnetic ux quantum. The repulsion interaction energy that stabilizes the lattice
for a given external �eld, H, is determined by the electromagnetic interaction between
vortices[1], given by
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The �eld B induced by H is the space average of the superposition of h(x).
Thus, B =< h(x) >= n�0, where n is the density of vortices per unit area. Figure
1 shows the expected modulation of h(x) in an ideal sample of the high temperature
superconductor Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 , BSCCO(2212), with B = 10Oe at 4K. Figure
1(a) depicts the modulation in the bulk and Fig.1(b) shows the �eld modulation at
a distance of 600�A above the surface of the sample.

In real materials atomic defects introduce local perturbations of the supercon-
ducting properties, breaking the translational symmetry of the Abrikosov lattice. As
a result of the presence of pinning potentials the vortex lattice is deformed. Depend-
ing on the relative competition between vortex-vortex and vortex-pinning interaction,
di�erent vortex con�gurations are condensed. Lattices with elastic and plastic de-
formations and amorphous vortex distributions are typically found in vortex matter.



Figure 1. Vortex �eld modulation in BSCCO(2212) for B = 10Oe. in the bulk
of the sample (a) and at a distance of 600�A above of the surface of the sample (b),
where the �eld modulation is decreased ten times with respect that in the bulk.

Their existence is proved by direct observation using neutron di�raction or magnetic
decoration or deduced from their static and dynamic behavior. Most of the exper-
imentally studied structures do not correspond to true equilibrium con�gurations
but represent metastable states that eventually evolve toward states with lower free
energy.

Thermal energy is an important ingredient that contributes to establish the
possible observable vortex structures that characterize the static as well as dynamic
properties of the system, including equilibrium states of vortex matter. In particular,
the discovery of high temperature superconductors has made possible to observe
di�erent equilibrium structures and phase transitions [2] in di�erent regions of the
H-T phase diagram, where the �ne tuning among the di�erent energy scales determine
the topology of the vortex pattern.

Besides the technical importance of learning how to pin the vortex structure
to increase the critical current, vortex matter is an ideal toy model to learn on the
static and dynamic behavior of elastic systems under the inuence of a substrate.
Not only the disorder induced by quenched atomic defects is responsible for the rich
phase diagram of high temperature superconductors in the mixed state. The vortex
structure can be modi�ed by the presence of arti�cially engineered pinning sites.

In this work we focus the attention on a comparative study of nucleation and
growth of vortex structures with di�erent lattice constant in high and low temper-
ature superconductors, BSCCO(2212) and NbSe2 respectively. We use the results
provided by the Bitter decoration technique and a recently developed one, the Bitter
pinning [3], to introduce extremely weak pinning potentials.

2. BITTER PINNING

The Bitter decoration [4] when applied to decorate vortices in superconductors
allows the study of the vortex structures in real space. In our experiments the sample
is �eld cooled, FC, down to 4K and small Fe particles, of the order of 100�A diameter,
are deposited on top of the surface of the sample. In the magnetic decoration process



Figure 2. Topography of the Fe clumps after decorating in 36Oe. See text

the Fe particles accumulate in the regions of higher �eld intensity to mimic the
vortex structure. Typical magnetic �eld modulation above the surface of the sample
is shown in Fig. 1(b). The Fe clumps remain attached to the surface when warming
the sample to room temperature. The Fe distribution is observed by SEM.

The Bitter pinning technique has been shown [3] to be appropriate to study
nucleation and growth processes of the vortex structure. The Bitter pinning is an ex-
tension of the magnetic decoration procedure and was developed to discover whether
the Fe clumps pinned by the modulation �eld of the vortex state could become pin-
ning centers for new vortex structures.

To prove the e�ectiveness of the Bitter pinning a �rst FC decoration is made as
described before. Afterwards, the temperature is raised above the critical (eventually
to room temperature), and the sample is FC again in the same or a di�erent �eld,
followed by a second decoration at 4K. Then the temperature of the sample is raised
to room temperature and the results of the �rst and second decorations are observed
by SEM. The results shown in this work are obtained using the same magnetic �eld
in both decorations.

Figure 2 shows an example of the Fe clumps topography measured by AFM
after decorating in 36 Oe. The height of the Fe clumps is 600�A and the diameter
2000�A. These clumps are the expected pinning centers considered in the Bitter
pinning technique for a second FC vortex structure.

Although the origin of the pinning potential is not yet known we can conjecture
that it will be either of magnetic origin, where the interaction is between currents and
the magnetic moment of the Fe clumps, or due to a proximity e�ect induced by the
Fe on the surface of the sample. If the pinning is magnetic the range of the pinning
potential is �(T ) or a0 (depending which is smaller); if its origin is the proximity



e�ect the range of forces will be �(T ).

The samples are single crystals of thickness of the order of L = 40�m with the
�eld applied perpendicular to the largest surface area. As a consequence, the Bitter
pinning potential will be acting on the very end of the vortex. Considering its length,
the range of the pinning potential on a single vortex do not exceed a maximum of
1=500 of the vortex length.

One important aspect of the Bitter pinning potential to take into account is
that its distribution mimics the topology of the vortex structure formed in the �rst
decoration. Thus,the spatial distribution of the Fe pinning centers at a given �eld does
not require distortions of the new lattice to be pinned if induced by the same �eld.
This suggests that although the individual pinning force on the vortex is expected
to be small an ampli�cation of its e�ect on an identical vortex structure could be
expected.

Following the previous arguments we expect that the second vortex structure
formed with the same �eld would be pinned by the Fe pinning potential. However,
although energy arguments suggest the Bitter pinning to be e�ective for similar struc-
tures (replicas) there are requirements diÆcult to accomplish for perfect matching of
both patterns in a real experiment:

(a)We expect perfect matching between two vortex structures if the Fe clumps
of the �rst one become nucleation centers for the second structure. In this case the
Fe potential plays a role that is more relevant than pinning.

(b)If nucleation takes place in the bulk of the sample, perfect matching is also
expected when the vortex mobility is high enough to allow the second vortex pattern
to span the phase space corresponding to di�erent structures with similar energies.
In this case the small pinning of the Fe clumps reduces the energy of the second
vortex structure.

(c)There is a third possibility that combines the two conditions described before:
The vortex structure is nucleated in the bulk and the Fe pinning is strong enough to
deform the lattice when popping out at the surface.

The detection of pinning is usually made through measurements of the transport
critical current Jc.In the case of the Bitter pinning in single crystals this technique
has shown not to be sensitive enough to detect it. We have not been able to detect
a variation of Jc induced by the Fe structure either by dc or ac measurements. This
is not surprising since the Lorentz force Jc�o acts along a vortex length much longer
than that where the Fe pinning is e�ective. Consequently, we decided to investigate
the existence of Bitter pinning by decorating a second vortex pattern nucleated in
the presence of the Fe clumps of the �rst decoration as described before.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig.3 we show typical Delaunay patterns of FC decorations in BSCCO(2212)
and NbSe2 in a �eld of 36 Oe at 4K. The decoration shows (see Fig.3a) that while
BSCCO(2212) forms a crystalline structure with less than 3% of topological defects
(mainly dislocations) the NbSe2 presents a polycrystalline structure with grains ex-
tended in average in twelve lattice parameters.



Figure 3. Delaunay patterns of FC decorations in a �eld of 36Oe. Gray regions in-
dicate topological defects. (a) BSCCO(2212), (b) polycrystalline structure in NbSe2,
(c) crystalline structure in NbSe2 induced by dynamical ordering.

The results in Fig.3 suggest di�erent nucleation processes in the two materials.
In BSCCO(2212) the crystalline structure is formed after a �rst order transition from
the liquid to the solid and its nucleation process is associated with the presence of
correlated defects (planar defects, steps in the surface or the edge of the crystal). The
absence of grain boundaries indicates a high mobility of the vortex system. Contrary
to this, in NbSe2 (see Fig.3(b)) the nucleation cannot be associated with particular
geometrical defects. The growth of the structure is seen to occur at random, indi-
cating bulk origin. The mobility is low and the grain boundaries formed at high
temperatures remain when cooling down to 4K. In Fig. 3(c) the vortex pattern in
NbSe2 after inducing dynamical ordering[5] is depicted (see reference [6]).

The results of the second decoration on top of the Fe patterns in BSCCO(2212)
and NbSe2 at the same �eld and temperature as that in Fig.3 are presented in Fig.4.
In the case of BSCCO(2212), Fig.4(a), the �rst and second decoration coincide [3]
within the precision of the data analysis, better than a tenth of the lattice parameter.
This is clearly observed in Fig.5 where the picture is obtained by displacing two
identical structures by 0:15a0.

The result of the double decoration in NbSe2 is di�erent[3], see Fig.4(b). The
Moir�e patterns seen in the picture are due to the growth of grains of the second
structure in directions di�erent than those of the �rst one. However, it is worth to
mention that in average 20% of the vortices in the second decoration coincide with
those of the �rst one, see the �gure as a typical example. This result indicates that
the nucleation and growth process is not predetermined in space and that the inter-
action with the Fe pattern is not strong enough to break the rotational degeneracy of
the crystal growth. On the contrary, when the growth of the grain in the second dec-
oration coincides with that in the �rst, the Fe pinning potential is able to break the
translational degeneracy: The two grains match. This scenario is fully con�rmed by
the results in Fig.4(c) where the �rst and second decorations of dynamically ordered
[5] vortex structures in NbSe2 are seen to coincide as well as those for BSCCO(2212)
in the static case.

From the results in Fig.4 we can conclude that, depending on the particular
material, some of the conditions for perfect matching of similar Fe replicas indicated



Figure 4 Double decorations in 36Oe.(a) coincident �rst and second decorations in
BSCCO(2212) (b) Moir�e patterns in NbSe2, (c) coincidence of two decorations in
NbSe2 after dynamic ordering in the arrow direction.

previously are obeyed. The �rst decoration of BSCCO(2212) indicates that the solid
vortex structure is nucleated by correlated defects and propagates in the whole sample
due to its high mobility. This is con�rmed by the perfect matching of the second
Fe structure where the expected ampli�cation of the small perturbation induced by
the Bitter pinning is seen to take place. This provides evidence that the condition
(b) is obeyed in BSCCO(2212), although condition (c) could also be satis�ed. The
results in NbSe2 with vortices of low mobility also con�rm the necessary condition
(b) for matching. The observation of Moir�e patterns demonstrate that the position of
vortices merging at the surface is not predetermined by the presence of the Fe clumps,
but rather by the symmetry and dynamic properties of the vortex structure in the
bulk. This disregards condition (c) as a necessary one to observe perfect matching
between Fe replicas. The lack of vortex mobility in NbSe2 is further supported by
the results in Fig.4(c) where the long range directional order has to be induced by
external forces ( dynamical ordering [5] ) in order to match the �rst and second
replicas.

The scenario proposed by condition (a) has never been observed. Although not
shown in this work, the nucleation of the vortex structure of the second decoration in
BSCCO(2212) also takes place on the correlated defects mentioned before. Despite
this, the second decoration does not coincide[7] with the �rst one in the nucleation
region. Since in this region the vortex structure is fully disordered the result supports
that the ampli�cation e�ect of the Fe pinning perturbation takes place only as a
collective response of the crystalline structure. A further discussion of the similarities
and di�erences in the nucleation and growth process are presented in ref [3].

We discuss now an application of the Bitter pinning to study the vortex structure
of BSCCO(2212) when FC at di�erent �elds. It has been suggested [8] that the �rst
order liquid-solid transition should be suppressed at low enough �elds. This might
be induced either by the inuence of thermal disorder or by the pinning produced by
quenched atomic disorder. Previous results from Bitter decoration [9] suggest that
this takes place at �elds of the order of 10 Oe. The results of the Bitter pinning for
H = 36Oe discussed previously provide an excellent opportunity to investigate which
is the maximum vortex density where the �rst order transition is suppressed.



Figure 5. (a)Double decorations in BSCCO(2212) at 36 Oe,(b)Two identical pic-
tures as that in (a) displaced by 0:15a0.

The motivation to perform the experiments is based on the evidence that the
long range order shown in decorations is the result of quenching an ordered structure
nucleated at the �rst order liquid-solid transition. As a consequence, if the �rst order
transition is suppressed at a certain �eld the vortex structure observed by magnetic
decoration will no longer be ordered. Since crystalline order seems to be necessary
to make the Bitter pinning e�ective the second decoration should not coincide with
the �rst one.

Figure 6 shows the Delaunay triangulation for �elds from H = 36Oe down to
H = 2Oe. The gray regions in the picture indicating topological defects are seen to
increase when the �eld decreases. On the other hand, the lack of grain boundaries
breaking the long range order is manifested by the six peaks in the corresponding
Fourier transforms shown in the inserts (a) to (d). The Fourier transform is the
result of the average on twenty pictures. It is interesting to remark that while the
positional disorder broadens somewhat the peaks corresponding to the hexagonal
structure, they disappear rather suddenly at �elds of the order of 10 Oe. By all
indications these low �elds Fourier transforms corespond to a genuine disordered
structure.

Following the arguments established in the analysis of the Bitter pinning results



Figure 6. Delaunay triangulation of vortex patters of BSCCO(2212) and their
corresponding Fourier transform (a) 36Oe, (b) 20Oe, (c) 15Oe, (d) 12Oe, (e)9 Oe
and (f) 5Oe.

at H = 36Oe , it is interesting to ask whether this pinning is e�ective for structures
with an overall translational order and a density of defects that involve up to 20% of
the vortices (H = 15Oe).

The amorphous structure observed at lower �elds is also a challenge for Bitter
pinning. If the observed picture represents the quenching of a liquid structure at some
temperature, higher than that of decoration, one could imagine that the mobility is
large and the Bitter pinning could be competing with thermal energy at the freezing
temperature. If this were the case the two disordered replicas (�rst and second
decoration) should coincide. On the other hand if collective e�ects are necessary to
induce perfect pinning between replicas the Fe clumps of the second decoration will
be distributed at random.

The results of the second decoration in some selected �elds (on top of patterns
(a), (c) and (e) in Fig.6) are presented in Fig. 7. Pictures (a) and (b) demonstrate
that perfect pinning between replicas takes place even at large concentrations of
topological defects. Despite of this, the second decoration over a disordered structure
as that in Fig.6(e) makes evident that the amorphous Fe replica cannot pin the second
vortex structure at the same �eld, see Fig. 7 (c). This picture, selected among
many images, depicts the most interesting con�gurations that appear in the second
decoration of the disorder state.

It is interesting to analyze the vortex pattern in Fig.7(c). The picture shows
regions where the hexagonal vortex structure is preserved only within few lattice



Figure 7. First and second decorations in BSCCO(2212) (a) 36Oe, (b) 15Oe, and
(c) 9Oe. The lines indicate regions of coincidence.

constants. These microcrystals are seen to be surrounded by channels that are sep-
arated by the average intervortex distance. It could be concluded that the vortex
con�gurations are similar to the Moir�e patterns in NbSe2. A closer inspection shows
that this is not the case: Moir�e patterns occur when local grains of the second dec-
oration are locally rotated with respect to those in the �rst one. The iron clumps
within channels are disordered making evident the lack of an e�ective Bitter pinning
in the second decoration.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The Bitter pinning technique has shown a novel dynamical characteristic asso-
ciated with the nucleation and propagation of a crystal structure in a substrate with
quenched atomic disorder. Perfect matching between the two Fe replicas are observed
whenever the two consecutive vortex structures generated by the same magnetic �eld
have a crystalline nature, despite a large density of topological defects. This re-
sult points out that the space distribution of the Fe clumps in the Bitter pinning
technique optimizes and supersedes any other geometrical engineered distribution of
pinning centers, including the periodic one. The Bitter pinning mimics the con�gura-
tion induced by quenched disorder and thus does not require any extra deformation



to be e�ective.

The Bitter technique con�rms that at low �elds the �rst order liquid-solid tran-
sition is suppressed. The double decoration makes evident that a disordered solid
is condensed from a liquid phase where the short range interaction (bulk compres-
sion) is capable to sustain a local ordered distribution of channels. The lack of shear
modulus is made evident by the disorder within channels.
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